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The political calculus of climate change has fundamentally changed -- or at least that's what supporters of greenhouse gas
emissions cuts hope.

On Friday, U.S. EPA officially assumed responsibility for controlling the bulk of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions under existing
law. Industries and many politicians dread the consequences of this. Even most environmentalists prefer a more tailored solution
in the form of a carbon trading plan.

But to head off EPA regulations under the Clean Air Act, only Congress can intervene.

"The real question is what happens next," Frank O'Donnell, president of Clean Air Watch, said in an e-mail. "The Obama
administration now has the legal equivalent of a 44 magnum. The bullets aren't loaded yet, but they could be."

Leaders in Congress hope to pass comprehensive climate and energy legislation this year but face a significant challenge in
finding enough votes to pass a bill, especially in the Senate.

The impact of EPA's actions on the prospects for successful legislation may depend on whether the agency sprints or strolls
towards its eventual end game: regulations that clamp down on major sources of climate change.

EPA's endangerment finding took no one by surprise. In a long-awaited response to a 2007 Supreme Court ruling, EPA detailed
the wide-ranging impacts of six greenhouse gases on public health and welfare.

The agency further found that emissions from new motor vehicles contribute to the warming problem. But consequences for
power plants and other industrial emitters regulated under different sections of the Clean Air Act logically and legally follow,
experts say.

EPA, however, did not propose any actual rules, electing to wait until the finding is finalized after a public comment period.

Emissions limits for vehicles could come first

Emissions limits for motor vehicles could follow soon after that, according to Jason Burnett, a former EPA associate deputy
administrator who worked on the endangerment finding during the Bush administration.

In fact, the agency had rules for motor vehicles ready to go in late 2007, when Burnett resigned in protest because the White
House had suppressed the finding. But, today, he predicted, the agency would take longer to improve upon that work or start
over.

Putting any final regulations in place could, at the absolute fastest, take one or two years, said Steve Seidel, a policy analyst
with the Pew Center on Global Climate Change.

If EPA's move is to be seen as a political prod for getting Congress to pass comprehensive climate legislation, that may not be
fast enough.

The endangerment finding is intended to put pressure on Republicans to "cut a deal" on cap-and-trade legislation, said Samuel
Thernstrom, a resident fellow at the American Enterprise Institute and a former Bush administration official.

EPA's action does indeed put the legislative process in Congress on a shorter timetable, said Rep. Ed Markey (D-Mass.),
co-sponsor of climate legislation being considered by the House Energy and Commerce Committee, along with committee
Chairman Henry Waxman (D-Calif.). "It is now no longer a choice between doing a bill and doing nothing. It is now a choice
between regulation and legislation," Markey said.

But Thernstrom wasn't so sure it would have that effect on the opposition party. "I can see them saying, 'Well, OK, Obama, you
really want to have EPA regulate charcoal grills? We can run against you on that.'"

With the economy tanking, President Obama, by not taking the lead on Capitol Hill, could be allowing a very ambitious bill to die
in Congress while covering his political bases through apparent action on EPA's slower timetable, he speculated.
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To that point, several Republican lawmakers have panned the administration's endangerment finding approach and rejected the
notion that it should push a rush from Congress to head it off with a climate bill.

Sen. James Inhofe (R-Okla.), ranking member of the Environment and Public Works Committee, said that Congress should
instead pass a "narrowly targeted bill that stops EPA in its tracks."

Some industries want cap and trade; others don't

Some industries echoed that sentiment. The National Petrochemical and Refiners Association detailed the "severe" costs of
applying Clean Air Act regulations for domestic industries. But fear of those consequences did not inspire a change of heart on
cap and trade. The association does not support the Waxman-Markey draft climate bill, given its "highly aggressive" scope,
timetable, and cost, said Bill Holbrook, spokesman of the association.

By contrast, the Edison Electric Institute, a major utility trade group that supports a cap-and-trade plan, said that Congress
should "steer things in a better direction" and that the endangerment finding could catalyze that prospect.

Because the endangerment finding starts with motor vehicles, they will likely be the emissions source that EPA targets first, said
Seidel.

Another catalyst for fast action is EPA's summer deadline for deciding whether to allow California and other states to set
greenhouse gas standards for motor vehicles. Adding to that confusion, the Department of Transportation has also proposed
new national fuel economy rules, which are a de facto carbon dioxide control.

Vickie Patton, deputy general counsel at the Environmental Defense Fund, said that EPA should now move to adopt greenhouse
gas emissions standards for new motor vehicles that are more aggressive than DOT rules.

EPA likely has the flexibility to reconcile these three potential standards in the mix -- those at DOT, at EPA and in California --
said Roger Martella, former general counsel at EPA under President George W. Bush.

EPA has flexibility, but how will it use it?

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce sees this flexibility as a ray of hope. The motor vehicle title of the act, under which EPA's made
its endangerment finding, gives the agency the ability to defer to DOT's standards and buy time to develop new technologies,
said Bill Kovacs, vice president for environment, technology and regulatory affairs. He hopes EPA chooses this route.

The fate of so-called industrial emissions sources is even less certain. Next week, there may be a slew of court filings to remind
judges presiding over cases that challenge fossil fuel-based energy projects of the Obama administration's new powers, said
William Snape, senior counsel with the Center for Biological Diversity.

Patton, with the Environmental Defense Fund, called on EPA to set performance standards for new coal-fired power plants,
similar to plans that states such as Washington and California have adopted.

But many industry groups fear that the Clean Air Act will legally require EPA to regulate smaller emission sources and will quickly
become unwieldy.

EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson has promised to carefully craft regulations that target major emitters and that consider economic
costs of compliance.

"EPA will try to exercise that flexibility, but of course that could be challenged in the courts," said Seidel, of the Pew Center.

"I think their heart is in the right place," said Martella, the former EPA general counsel, but he added that there is significant
doubt that the agency has the discretion that it wants.

While Burnett, the former EPA deputy associate administrator, said he thinks EPA should move forward with regulation and can
develop a reasonably sensitive program, he cautioned: "There's no question in my mind that there will be some unintended
complications."
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